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REDOR with a relative full-echo reference
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Abstract

REDOR and REDOR-like 13Cf19Fg and 2Hf19Fg NMR experiments have been performed on lyophilized whole cells of

Staphylococcus aureus. The bacteria were grown to maturity on media containing LL-[13C3]alanine or LL-[methyl-d3]alanine, and then

complexed with the 4-fluorobiphenyl derivative of chloroeremomycin, an analogue of the widely used antibiotic, vancomycin. The

position of the 19F of the drug bound in the bacterial cell wall was determined relative to LL-alanine 13C and 2H labels in the

peptidoglycan peptide stem that was closest to the fluorinated biphenyl moiety of the drug. These determinations were made by

dipolar recoupling methods that do not require an absolute measurement of the REDOR full echo (the signal observed without

rotor-synchronized dephasing pulses) of the labels in the peptide stem.

� 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Understanding the antibiotic mode of action of var-

ious fluoro-substituted analogues of vancomycin starts

with characterization of the binding of the drug to its
target or targets in the bacterial cell wall. However, if

the cell wall is thin or otherwise compromised, separa-

tion of the cell wall from the whole cell for analysis is

not practical. Qualitatively, the proximity of the 19F of

the drug and a cell-wall 13C, 15N, or 2H label is readily

determined in whole cells using rotational-echo double-

resonance [1]. However, a complication for the quanti-

tative use of REDOR is that the exogenous 13C, 15N,
and 2H-labeled amino acids are incorporated into both

cell walls and cytoplasmic proteins. The echo signals

from labels in cytoplasmic proteins make the general

determination of S0 (the signal observed without rotor-

synchronized dephasing pulses) for the cell wall impos-

sible. Without the appropriate S0, accurate distances of
isolated spin-pairs cannot be extracted from REDOR

dephasing. In this situation, however, it is still possible
to determine the orientation of the dephasing spin rel-

ative to a cluster of 13C spins, or the orientation of the

vector connecting the dephasing and observed spins

relative to the chemical-shift or quadrupolar tensor of
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the observed spin. In this paper, we show that these

determinations can be made without the necessity of

accurately determining an absolute S0. The resulting

generally applicable strategy makes feasible solid-state

NMR structural measurements in many complicated,
heterogeneous biological systems, including bacterial

whole cells.

The stable-isotope labeling of growing and dividing

cells of Staphylococcus aureus is efficient because of the

ready incorporation of alanine, glycine, and lysine from

the growth medium [2]. This means that 13C, 15N, and 2H

labels in these amino acids are incorporated into the

stems, bridges, bridge-links, and cross-links of the cell-
wall peptidoglycan [2], as well as in all cytoplasmic pro-

teins. Potent antibiotics of S. aureus include the fluoro-

substituted analogues of vancomycin produced by Eli

Lilly [3]. In amature cell, these drugs bind to DD-alanine–DD-

alanine carboxyl termini of stems throughout the multi-

layered peptidoglycan [4]. In a dividing cell, the drugs

appear to form complexes preferentially with the DD-ala-

nine–DD-alanine carboxyl termini of the peptidoglycan
precursors: possibly with N-acetylglucosamine-N-acetyl-

muramyl-pentapeptide-pyrophosphoryl-undecaprenol

(lipid II), located in the cell wall just outside the cell

membrane [5]. Binding of a vancomycin analogue to lipid

II could interfere with transglycosylase activity and pos-

sibly transpeptidase activity as well [6]. The former ex-

tends the glycan main chain and the latter cross-links the
reserved.
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peptide stems. Both are essential for the synthesis of new
cell wall.
Fig. 1. The chemical structure of the 4-fluorobiphenyl derivative of

chloroeremomycin (Eli Lilly and Co., compound no. LY329332), a

vancomycin analogue.

Fig. 2. Pulse sequence for REDOR of clusters (RDX) using eight re-

focusing 13C pulses. The spacing between 13C pulses is nTr, where
n ¼ 1; 2; 3; . . . The four pulses within the square bracket are repeated

twice. The last 13C p pulse in the sequence is part of a two-rotor-cycle

Hahn echo. All dephasing pulses are on the 19F channel at the half and

full rotor period. No 19F pulse overlaps a 13C pulse. Phases of the 13C

pulses follow the RDX scheme ([10]). Phases of the 19F pulses follow

the standard xy8 alternation scheme. Two-pulse phase modulation of

the 1H RF is used throughout evolution and decoupling periods.
2. Experimental details

Solid-state NMR was performed using a six-fre-

quency transmission-line probe [7] having a 12-mm long,

6-mm inside-diameter analytical coil and a Chemag-
netics/Varian ceramic stator. Lyophilized samples were

contained in thin-wall Chemagnetics/Varian 5-mm out-

side-diameter zirconia rotors. The spectrometer was

controlled by a Tecmag pulse programmer. Radiofre-

quency pulses for 13C (125MHz) and 2H (76.8MHz)

were produced by 2-kW American Microwave Tech-

nology power amplifiers; 1H (500MHz) and 19F

(470MHz) radiofrequency pulses were generated by 1-
kW Amplifier Systems tube amplifiers driven by 50-W

American Microwave Technology power amplifiers. The

p-pulse lengths were 8 ls for 13C and 2H, and 5 ls for
19F. Standard XY-8 phase cycling [8] was used for all

dephasing pulses. A 12-T static magnetic field was pro-

vided by an 89-mm bore Magnex superconducting so-

lenoid. Proton-carbon cross-polarization transfers were

made in 2ms at 62.5 kHz. Proton dipolar decoupling
was 100 kHz during data acquisition; TPPM of the 1H

radiofrequency [9] was used throughout both dipolar

evolution and acquisition periods.

REDOR and the REDOR-like experiment called

RDX (for REDOR of clusters having a total of x spins)

were each done in two parts [1,10], once with rotor-

synchronized 19F dephasing pulses (S) and once without

(S0). The dephasing pulses change the sign of the het-
eronuclear dipolar coupling, and this interferes with the

spatial averaging resulting from the motion of the rotor.

The difference in signal intensity (DS ¼ S0 � S) for the
observed spin is directly related to the corresponding

distance to the dephasing spin. REDOR has found ap-

plications in the characterization of binding sites of

proteins [11–13], and in the analysis of heterogeneous

biological materials such as amyloid plaques [14],
membrane protein helical bundles [15,16], insect cuticle

[17], bacterial cell walls [18], and spider silk [19]. The

analysis of RDX dephasing is more complicated because

of coherences generated by the mix of p and p=2 pulses
and incomplete removal of the 13C–13C isotropic J

couplings. Distances are extracted from RDX dephasing

by comparing the experimental results to multi-spin

simulations [10] using SIMPSON [20].
Growth and harvest conditions for labeled S. aureus

have been described [21]. Whole cells of S. aureus were

grown, labeled by LL-[13C3]alanine or LL-[methyl-d3]ala-
nine in the presence of 5 lg/mL alaphosphin (a racemase

inhibitor to stop scrambling of label between DD- and LL-

alanines). Washed cells from a 400mL growth, har-

vested at OD660 1.0, were resuspended in 12mL of
40mM triethanolamine and complexed with 2.7 lmol of
Eli Lilly compound LY329332 (Fig. 1). This is sufficient

to bind approximately one-third of the available cell-

wall sites and constitutes a therapeutic dosage level [21].

The complexed sample was frozen and lyophilized.
3. Carbon-cluster labeling and RDX

One strategy to obtain orientational information

from whole-cell complexes without knowing exact dis-

tances is to use 13C cluster labeling of amino acids with

detection by the modified REDOR sequence, RDX [10].

An outline of the RDX pulse sequence (Fig. 2) combines
p pulses (to refocus chemical shifts in Hahn echoes) with

p=2 pulses (to refocus J couplings in solid echoes).

Unlike methods that utilize tailored, frequency-selective

p pulses [22], the RDX sequence results in difference and



Fig. 3. 13Cf19Fg RDX spectra of mature whole cells of S. aureus la-

beled by LL-[13C3]alanine and complexed to LY329332. The pulse se-

quence of Fig. 1 was used with magic-angle spinning at 5000Hz and 72

rotor cycles of dipolar evolution. The RDX difference spectrum is

shown at the top of the figure, and the full-echo spectrum just below.

Data accumulation for the RDX spectra required 200,000 scans in nine

days. The spectrum shown at the bottom of the figure was observed

using a rotor-synchronized Hahn echo and the same evolution time.

This spectrum is severely distorted by 13C–13C isotropic J couplings

(inset) which were not refocused. The distortions complicate the proper

phasing of overlapping natural-abundance 13C peaks in the spectrum.
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full-echo spectra that are all in phase. RDX also pro-
vides distances (or in the case of whole cells, relative

distances, and therefore orientation) between multiple

spins in a single experiment. From the simultaneous

measurement of relative dephasing rates, the orientation

of the 13C cluster can be determined. A disadvantage of

RDX is that the total refocusing and dephasing relative

to that obtained by REDOR for an isolated spin-pair, or

frequency-selective REDOR for a selected pair within
a cluster, are reduced [10]. The method of choice for a

cluster of 13C labels therefore varies with the size of

the cluster. Frequency-selective REDOR has better

sensitivity for pairs of 13C labels, while RDX has better

sensitivity for clusters of four or more 13C labels.

Whole cells of S. aureus, labeled by LL-[13C3]alanine

and then complexed to Eli Lilly compound LY329332,

show RDX difference peaks from all three labeled car-
bons (Fig. 3). In the cell wall, LL-alanine is located at the

base of each peptidoglycan peptide stem. However, only

one stem is proximate to the 19F of LY329332 [21].

Thus, the RDX difference peaks of Fig. 3 arise from just

this nearest-neighbor LL-alanine in the bacterial cell wall.

The S0 signal, on the other hand, arises from all the LL-

alanines in the cell wall, as well as from all the LL-alanines

incorporated in both cell wall and cytoplasmic proteins.
Comparison of four-spin calculations for the

[13C3]alanine cluster and 19F using SIMPSON [20] in-

dicate that only a few locations of the 19F relative to the

plane defined by the three 13C labels of the nearest-

neighbor LL-alanine are consistent with the observed

relative RDX carbon dephasing (DS=S0, Fig. 4, bottom).

Altogether calculations were performed for 412 19F

positions and of these, only 39 had the correct order of
relative dephasing for the three carbon peaks. Three

views of the allowed positions are shown at the top of

Fig. 4. All of these 19F positions have the observed RDX

dephasing ranking (Ca > CO > CH3), but not neces-

sarily the correct relative dephasing rates. The better fits

have the correct relative dephasing rates and are indi-

cated by the darker spheres (smaller dimensionless

RMSD values). These are not multi-parameter fits; ra-
ther, six experimental values of DS=S0 (from two spec-

tra) were matched to calculated values by changing just

a single parameter, the location of the 19F label. The

structure and all NMR parameters for the alanine

cluster were fixed.

The RDX simulations included carbon–carbon ho-

monuclear dipolar couplings calculated from the crystal

structure of LL-alanine [23], carbon CSA tensors [24], and
isotropic J couplings [25,26]. In general, this sort of in-

formation about a cluster is readily available either from

the literature, or from independent experiments on the

cluster itself. The calculations were strongly dependent

on the dipolar and isotropic J couplings, but only

weakly dependent on the CSA tensors. The values for

the alanine 13C–13C dipolar couplings used in the cal-
culations were D12 ¼ 2121Hz, D13 ¼ 475Hz, and
D23 ¼ 2164Hz. The values for the scalar couplings were
1J12 ¼ 54Hz, 1J23 ¼ 35Hz, and 2J13 ¼ 2Hz. The oscil-

lations in the calculated DS=S0 as a function of time

(Fig. 4) arose primarily from the homonuclear dipolar

couplings. The oscillations were not dependent on the

choice of the time-domain step size and essentially dis-

appeared when all homonuclear dipolar couplings were

set to zero.
For convenience, the 19F–13CO distance was fixed at

7.6�AA. This value has been measured previously [21] in

an isolated cell-wall complex with LY329332 using cells

incorporating LL-[1-13C]alanine. Its use is not crucial. For

example, recalculating the RDX dephasing with the



Fig. 4. 13Cf19Fg RDX experimental (symbols) and calculated (solid,

dashed, and dotted lines, keyed to the alanine carbons) dephasing

(DS=S0) for the whole-cell complex of Fig. 3. The RDX difference

arises exclusively from alanine labels in the cell wall. The scale of the

vertical axis is arbitrary. The dephasing for all three carbons at 14ms

relative to that at 8ms has been scaled by a factor of 2.2. This factor

arises from the observed shorter T2 for cell-wall alanine labels than

cytoplasmic alanine labels (see [20]). The scaling does not affect the

relative dephasing rates. The calculated dephasing is for the 19F po-

sitions represented by the gray-scale spheres shown in three views at

the top of the figure. The more probable positions for the fluorine are

indicated by darker shading.

Fig. 5. 2Hf19Fg quadrupolar-echo REDOR sequence. A single 2H p=2
pulse in the middle of the evolution period partially refocuses chemi-

cal-shift interactions and completely refocuses dephasing due to errors

in setting the magic angle. All dephasing pulses are on the 19F channel

at the half and full rotor period. Phases of the 19F pulses follow the

standard xy8 alternation scheme. Two-pulse phase modulation of the
1H RF is used throughout evolution and decoupling periods.
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black spheres in Fig. 4 but using a 13CO–19F distance of

5�AA, gave the observed relative dephasing rates (not

shown). Thus, without a priori knowledge of the 7.6-�AA
alanine 13CO–19F distance, the relative distances of the

three carbons of alanine to the 19F can still be deter-

mined. We conclude that the RDX data fix the position

of the 19F relative to its nearest-neighbor LL-alanine as

closest to Ca and farthest from the CH3.

3.1. Deuterium labeling and quadrupolar-echo REDOR

The determination of the orientation of dipolar and

CSA tensors by REDOR is possible using the relative

dephasing rates of chemical-shift sidebands [27]. In S{I}

REDOR sideband dephasing experiments, for example,

the orientation of the I-S vector relative to the S
chemical-shift tensor is established [28]. If the alignment

of the shift tensor in the molecular framework is known

or can be inferred, then the I-S molecular geometry is

defined. The same situation holds for the relative
dephasing of quadrupolar spinning sidebands. Labeling
with methyl-d3 groups is particularly attractive because

about six spinning sidebands are produced by conve-

nient spinning speeds of 4–8 kHz.

If weak dipolar couplings between a dephasing nu-

cleus and the observed 2H labels are present, then long

rotational-echo train lifetimes need to be maintained.

This is the situation for the 19F dephasing of whole-cell

complexes of LY329332 and S. aureus grown on media
containing LL-[methyl-d3]alanine in the presence of a ra-

cemase inhibitor. The nearest-neighbor 19F–2H dis-

tances are more than 8�AA, and therefore a total DS=S0 of
substantially less than 10% will be observed even after

10ms of REDOR dephasing [11,12]. This means that

some sort of a pulsed echo-refocusing scheme must be

used, even if the 2H signal is on resonance, because the

free induction decay following a 2H inspection pulse
disappears in about 5ms (not shown). A 2H p pulse in

the middle of the evolution period will refocus chemical-

shift offsets and provide full heteronuclear dipolar

dephasing, but will not refocus dephasing due to a

slightly mis-set magic angle, which may dominate the

echo-train lifetime if large quadrupolar interactions are

present.

A possibility in this situation is to use a quadrupolar
echo (Fig. 5). A 2H p=2 pulse in the middle of the evo-

lution period will help refocus dephasing arising from an

error in the setting of the magic angle, and will partially

refocus chemical-shift offsets due to distributions of

isotropic shifts. Even though the dephasing due to 19F–
2H dipolar coupling is incomplete, clear differences in

the relative dephasing rates of some of the spinning

sidebands are observed (Fig. 6, left). Without further
analysis, these differences in dephasing rates prove the

existence of an orientational preference. A practical

complication is that an unfortuitous choice of spinning

speed can obscure the presence of local orientation

(Fig. 6, right). Differences in the relative dephasing rates

of the )1 and )2 sidebands are observed with spinning



Fig. 6. 2Hf19Fg quadrupolar-echo REDOR spectra of mature whole

cells of S. aureus labeled by LL-[methyl-d3]alanine and complexed to

LY329332. The pulse sequence of Fig. 5 was used with magic-angle

spinning at 4808Hz (left) and 6250Hz (right). Only the first four

spinning sidebands are shown. The spectra have been symmetrized

(and improved in sensitivity) by adding high-field and low-field spin-

ning sidebands. The REDOR differences are shown at the top of the

figure and the nominal full-echo spectra at the bottom. Data accu-

mulation required 800,000 scans in three weeks for each set of REDOR

spectra.
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at 4804Hz but not at 6250Hz. This is an accident of the
spatial averaging, which was confirmed by simulation.

Multi-spin simulations using SIMPSON [20] translate

the observed orientational preference of Fig. 6 into the
Fig. 7. Cones centered on the methyl-d3 moiety of LL-alanine on whose

surfaces a 19F would give rise to the 2Hf19Fg relative sideband

dephasing of Fig. 6. Only the cone on the right intersects the arc of

possible 19F positions (spheres) described in Fig. 4 (top).
location of the 19F on the surface of either of two cones
centered on the methyl-d3 (Fig. 7, cones). The ambiguity
inherent in the presence of two cones rather than one is

the result of the axial symmetry of the quadrupolar

tensor. This ambiguity is removed by combining the
2Hf19Fg REDOR results with the 13C3f19Fg RDX re-

sults (Fig. 7, cones and spheres). Only two locations on

one cone are consistent with the combination of results

of both types of experiments. The structural details in
Fig. 7 are now being used as restraints in molecular

dynamics simulations aimed at generating a true mo-

lecular model of the binding site of LY329332 in the cell

walls of mature cells of S. aureus. Experiments on di-

viding cells are in progress.
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